DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:

State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. X
LOCATION NW-SE-NE
SEC 31 TWP 31 RGE. SW

Dry Hole X Abandoned Oil Well X Abandoned Gas Well X

I have this date completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1
Lease
Operator
Field
Total Depth 6666 Feet.

Plugging Contractor
Plugging Contractor's License No.

Address

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

Hammard pits and circulated,
Hole made solid at 190',
15% cement progressed from 2 joints of
Drill pipes 34" to 26'. Bridge,
5% cement at top.

PLUING
FILE SEC 31 TWP 31 RGE. SW
RECE PAGE 57 LINE 39

Date 12-28-1954

District Conservation Agent